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There's No Such Place as Far Away
Biplane is the story of Richard Bach’s solo flight into the American
skies—a flight that became a personal quest to discover everything
that lies beyond the ordinary. Includes an introduction by Ray
Bradbury.
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One
Pookie is a children's book about a rabbit with wings. It was first
published in 1946. Pookie was tremendously popular in England.
However, it had not been reprinted in many years and had never been
published in the United States of America. Pookie appears on the
Bookfinder's list of 100 books most searched for that are out of
print. Therefore we have decided to reprint it to give American
children the opportunity to learn about Pookie. This was the first
book about Pookie. After Pookie became popular, there were several
more books: Pookie (1946) Pookie and the Gypsies (1947) Pookie Puts
the World Right (1949) Pookie in Search of a Home (1951) Pookie
believes in Santa Claus (1953) Pookie at the Seaside (1956) Pookie's
Big Day (1958) Pookie and the Swallows (1961) Pookie in Wonderland
(1963) Pookie and his Shop (1966)

The Reluctant Messiah
The Reluctant Messiah is based on true historical accounts of the life
of Sabetay Sevi, a seventeenth-century Hebrew mystic who managed to
stir up in the Balkans and the Holy Land a messianic euphoria of
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intense proportions, reminiscent of the times of Jesus. The story is
set in an historical background as it existed in the seventeenth
century. Dates, major events, and many of the characters are
historically accurate. Salamon Eskinazi attempts to recreate the
personal and spiritual life of the principal character and those
around him; to a large extent remaining obscure from historical
accounts. This book is about the struggle of harvesting a multitude of
souls with the hope of intimidating the Ottoman authorities to yield
the Holy Land to the Jews.

Island of the Sequined Love Nun
There was a master come unto the earth, born in the holy land of
Indiana, raised in the mystical hills east of Fort Wayne and he smiled
upon the multitudes and said pleasantly unto them, 'I quit.'

Jonathan Livingston Seagull
Manga
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Her name is MiMi. And she is convinced it's her God-given mission to
abandon middle-class America and create a commune for like-minded
women in the desert in Israel. Told in MiMi's voice, she describes her
special relationship with God as she moves from the mixed-religion
home of her early childhood to Orthodox Judaism in her teens, to the
establishment and development of her cult. MiMi looks to the women in
her life, in the Bible, and in other ancient texts, weaving modern and
biblical dilemmas, as she shapes a truly unique place for her
followers and herself. When her life and utopian community grow more
turbulent and even violent, she questions her mission. Deeply
affecting, Memoirs of a False Messiah is the richly told story of one
woman's struggle to reach perfection in an imperfect world.

Charisma in Politics, Religion and the Media
Let's pretend that I was killed on that day, when I wasn't. The day
when my guardian angel managed to throw my F-86F half a second from
becoming a fireball in the desert, up into a clear sky, way above what
would have been the impact point. If she hadn't done this, if she
hadn't spared my life time after time in the 80-some years that we've
been together, I wouldn't have written this book that brings those
strange times together, and suggests why we choose any lifetime in the
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first place. For 78 of those years, I had no idea that she existed,
hadn't heard about guardian angels and what their job might be. Hadn't
heard that our angel stays with us from the minute we're born till the
time that our mission is done, and we come home to the place we call
heaven. Today I've just about finished a lifetime, and at last I can
understand what it is that we do as mortals, and why we choose these
over all the other possibilities. Thank you, dear guardian angel, and
please consider that with your consent and signature, our contract
will extend to yet another lifetime.

Song of the Exile
When Tom Cutter hires Constantine Shaklin as an engineer in his
international air freight business, he little realizes the
extraordinary gifts of his new recruit. Shaklin soon proves to possess
a charismatic power that inspires everyone he meets to a new faith and
hope for humanity. As Cutter’s business expands across the Middle East
and Asia, so does Shaklin’s fame, unifying people from a wide array of
cultures and religions with his unusual blend of the practical and the
spiritual.
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Reluctant Messiah
Frustrated by her unsuccessful attempts to become pregnant, genetic
researcher Lucy Morrigan--living with her boyfriend in her family's
crumbling old family mansion--successfully clones her grandmother from
a blood stain on an old apron, but instead of a baby, she brings to
life a twenty-two-year-old woman, confused by the modern world and by
the remnants of lives she cannot remember. A first novel. Reprint.
30,000 first printing.

Travels with Puff
Take a wonderfully crazed excursion into the demented heart of a
tropical paradise—a world of cargo cults, cannibals, mad scientists,
ninjas, and talking fruit bats. Our bumbling hero is Tucker Case, a
hopeless geek trapped in a cool guy's body, who makes a living as a
pilot for the Mary Jean Cosmetics Corporation. But when he demolishes
his boss's pink plane during a drunken airborne liaison, Tuck must run
for his life from Mary Jean's goons. Now there's only one employment
opportunity left for him: piloting shady secret missions for an
unscrupulous medical missionary and a sexy blond high priestess on the
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remotest of Micronesian hells. Here is a brazen, ingenious,
irreverent, and wickedly funny novel from a modern master of the
outrageous.

The Reluctant Messiah
James Caldercott is just an ordinary man with an extraordinary set of
circumstances. With the media hungry for what's hot and what's not
James is catapulted into the spotlight as the Reluctant Messiah. It
will take more than someone to deny him three times for James to get
his life back. It will take a miracle.

STRANGER TO THE GROUND
This is the author's account of his near death and recovery from
injuries received in the crash of his seaplane, Puff, in 2012.

Life with My Guardian Angel
This collection of adventure fables from an enchanting world tackle
issues of salvation, romance and suspense through bravery, love and
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humility. Come and explore this exciting world along with the virtuous
ferrets and their moralistic adventures. Readers of all ages will
delight in these magical escapades of these loving creatures as they
continue to seek their rights through courage, sacrifice, heroism,
creativity, and finding what matters most in life, love for the
moment, along with other joyful messages. This book is best read aloud
at bedtime with your kids, spouse or lover. Its very nature and
purpose entices the reader into a magical time zone. It is undeniably
wholesome; uplifting and inspiring without being sappy or preachy.

A Severe Mercy
In the cloud-washed airspace between the cornfields of Illinois and
blue infinity, a man puts his faith in the propeller of his biplane.
For disillusioned writer and itinerant barnstormer Richard Bach,
belief is as real as a full tank of gas and sparks firing in the
cylindersuntil he meets Donald Shimoda--former mechanic and selfdescribed messiah who can make wrenches fly and Richard's imagination
soar. In Illusions, the unforgettable follow-up to his phenomenal
bestseller Jonathan Livingston Seagull, Richard Bach takes to the air
to discover the ageless truths that give our souls wings: that people
don't need airplanes to soarthat even the darkest clouds have meaning
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once we lift ourselves above them and that messiahs can be found in
the unlikeliest places--like hay fields, one-traffic-light midwestern
towns, and most of all, deep within ourselves.

A Gift of Wings
Set in the early decades of the twentieth century, 'The Great
Bordello' is a semi-autobiographical novel about aspiring playwright
Edwin Endsleigh, who heads for Broadway to earn his fortune.

The Reluctant Messiah: A Light-hearted Look at Mistaken
Identity
The author describes his adventures as he piloted a seaplane named
Puff from Florida to Washington State.

Pookie
By the author of Attempting Normal and host of the podcast WTF with
Marc Maron, The Jerusalem Syndrome is The Gospel according to Maron: a
spiritual memoir of your average hyperintelligent, ultraneurotic,
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superhip Jewish standup comedian and seeker. The Jerusalem Syndrome is
a genuine psychological phenomenon that often strikes visitors to the
Holy Land_the delusion that they are suddenly direct vessels for the
voice of God. Marc Maron seems to have a distinctly American version
of the Jerusalem Syndrome, which has led him on a lifelong quest for
religious significance and revelation in the most unlikely of places.
Maron riffs on Beat phenomena with its sacred texts, established
rituals, and prescribed pilgrimages. He spends some time exploring the
dark side of things, as his obsessions with cocaine (known to Maron as
“magic powder”), conspiracy theories, and famous self-destructive
comedians convince him that the gates of hell open beneath Los
Angeles. As his quest matures, he reveals the religious aspects of
Corporate America, pontificating on the timeless beauty of the CocaCola logo and even taking a trip to the Philip Morris cigarette
factory, where the workers puff their own products with a zealot-like
fervor. The culmination of Maron’s Jerusalem Syndrome comes during his
own tour of the Holy Land, where, with Sony camcorder glued to his eye
socket, he comes face-to-face with his own ambiguous relationship to
Judaism and reaches the brink of spiritual revelation_or is it nervous
breakdown? Marc Maron has considerably adapted and expanded his
praised one-man show to craft a genuine literary memoir. Whether he’s
a genuine prophet or a neurotic mess, he’ll make you laugh as you
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question the meaning of life. “Marc Maron is blazingly smart, rapidfire, and very funny . . . A brilliant and relentless screed.” –David
Rakoff, author of Fraud “Marc Maron is the first crazy person I’ve
ever envied. In his brainiac-memoir-meets-hilarious-travelogue, he
demonstrates the ability to tell a story with an extraordinary
provocative intelligence that is regrettably shared by few.” _ Janeane
Garofolo, comedian From the Trade Paperback edition.

Illusions
This novel, based on a large amount of research, seeks to explore
Jesus' actual life before he became an object of deification and
falsification. It follows him from his humble birth, his gradual
development of healing powers, his years as an Essene monk, his short
campaign as a charismatic healer-preacher, to his ghastly death - and
what happened after the death.

The Great Bordello
Once upon a time, one had to read Japanese in order to enjoy manga.
Today manga has become a global phenomenon, attracting audiences in
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North America, Europe, Africa, and Australia. The style has become so
popular, in fact, that in the US and UK publishers are appropriating
the manga style in a variety of print material, resulting in the birth
of harlequin mangas which combine popular romance fiction titles with
manga aesthetics. Comic publishers such as Dark Horse and DC Comics
are translating Japanese "classics", like Akira, into English. And of
course it wasn't long before Shakespeare received the manga treatment.
So what is manga? Manga roughly translates as "whimsical pictures" and
its long history can be traced all the way back to picture books of
eighteenth century Japan. Today, it comes in two basic forms:
anthology magazines (such as Shukan Shonen Jampu) that contain several
serials and manga 'books' (tankobon) that collect long-running serials
from the anthologies and reprint them in one volume. The anthologies
contain several serials, generally appear weekly and are so thick, up
to 800 pages, that they are colloquially known as phone books. Sold at
newspaper stands and in convenience stores, they often attract crowds
of people who gather to read their favorite magazine. Containing
sections addressing the manga industry on an international scale, the
different genres, formats and artists, as well the fans themselves,
Manga: An Anthology of Global and Cultural Perspectives is an
important collection of essays by an international cast of scholars,
experts, and fans, and provides a one-stop resource for all those who
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want to learn more about manga, as well as for anybody teaching a
course on the subject.

Illusions
"An exploration of deep spiritual and philosophical issues through the
eyes of a pilot"--Provided by publisher.

The First Coming
The author of "Jonathan Livingston Seagull" recounts his search for
his dreamed-of soulmate, his detour into wealth and success, and his
ultimate meeting with the woman with whom he has found new and intense
love and enchantment

Nothing By Chance
Codependence: The Dance of Wounded Souls has been called "one of the
truly transformational works of our time" - and it's author Robert
Burney referred to as "a metaphysical Stephen Hawking." A therapist
and Spiritual Teacher whose work has been compared to John Bradshaw's
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"except much more spiritual" and described as "taking inner child
healing to a new level" - Robert postulates in his book that
Codependence (i.e. outer or external dependence) has been the Human
Condition. He believes that we have now entered a new Age of Healing
and Joy in which it is possible to heal the planet through healing our
relationships with self. The author combines Twelve Step Recovery
Principles, Metaphysical Truth, and Native American Spirituality with
quantum physics and molecular biology in presenting his belief that we
are all connected, we are all extensions of the Divine, and that
ultimately Love is our True essence. He considers spirituality to be a
word that describes one's relationship with life - and anyone (who is
not completely closed minded) can apply the approach he shares in this
book to help them transform their experience of life into an easier,
more Loving and enjoyable journey.

The Bridge Across Forever
What can one man do in the face of mounting evidence? James Caldecott
is just an ordinary man who has an extraordinary set of circumstances.
Born to Joseph and Mary, he lives an unblemished life. Is it such a
coincidence he lives on Jerusalem Drive? With the media hungry for
whats hot and whats not James is catapulted into the spotlight as the
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Reluctant Messiah. It will take more than someone to deny him three
times for James to get his life back. It will take a miracle.

Petty Magic
"Includes the rediscovered part four"--Cover.

Krishnamurti
In Nothing by Chance, Richard Bach shares the adventure of one magical
summer he spent as an old-fashioned barnstormer flying an antique
biplane. The journey is another soaring adventure of wonder and
insight from the author of Jonathan Livingston Seagull.

The Path of Transformation
In this epic, original novel in which Hawaii's fierce, sweeping past
springs to life, Kiana Davenport, author of the acclaimed Shark
Dialogues, draws upon the remarkable stories of her people to create a
timeless, passionate tale of love and survival, tragedy and triumph,
survival and transcendence. In spellbinding, sensual prose, Song of
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the Exile follows the fortunes of the Meahuna family—and the odyssey
of one resilient man searching for his soul mate after she is torn
from his side by the forces of war. From the turbulent years of World
War II through Hawaii's complex journey to statehood, this mesmerizing
story presents a cast of richly imagined characters who rise up
magnificent and forceful, redeemed by the spiritual power and the
awesome beauty of their islands.

Messiah's Handbook
In his latest novel One, phenomenally bestselling author Richard Bach
asks the questions--what if we could meet the people we are destined
to be in twenty years? What if we could confront the people we were in
the past, and those we are right now in parallel lifetimes, in
alternate worlds?

The Jerusalem Syndrome
Richard Bach’s first book, Stranger to the Ground is above all else an
insight into the character of a man whose great compulsion is to
measure himself against storm and night and fear. On the surface it is
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the tale of a memorable mission of a young fighter pilot utilizing his
skills in a lonely duel with death. Yet between the lines emerges the
portrait of the airman as a breed, probing outward, but even more
significantly, inward.

Saviors 101
Evelyn Harbinger is a heck of a lot older than she looks. At 149 years
of age, Eve can still iron out the wrinkles on a Saturday night,
turning heads and taking more than phone numbers as the foxy, darkhaired girl she used to be. She and her sisters have spent the better
part of their lives using their powers for only the highest good—Eve
herself spied for the Allies in Paris and Berlin—but in their golden
years, the beldames are free to enjoy themselves however they please.
When Eve meets Justin at her favorite curiosity shop, though, her
games are over. Justin looks and acts uncannily like Jonah, her
partner on the most dangerous mission of her career—and the great love
of her life. Experts in espionage, Eve and Jonah gave up their one
chance at happiness to advance the Allied cause, and no man has
measured up ever since. Justin is unsuspecting but equally smitten,
and Eve is much too headstrong to listen to the common-sense warnings
of her coven. Meanwhile, another beldame has accused Eve’s sister
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Helena of killing her own husband sixty years before, and Eve,
disguised as her younger self, spends more and more time with Justin
to take her mind off the growing pile of evidence that suggests her
sister isn't the pure-hearted matriarch she appears to be. Eve knows
her family has every reason to disapprove and that falling in love
with an ordinary man can only end in despair, but she can’t give up
the boy who might be Jonah—because this time, she just might be able
to keep him. A delightfully romantic adventure set between a
supernatural version of present-day New York City and the epic
backdrop of World War II, Petty Magic proves that the real fun starts
when beldames and mortal men dare to fall in love.

Round the Bend
In Richard Bach's best-selling book Illusions, the mysterious hero
Donald Shimoda seems to carry the keys to the universe with him as he
barnstorms the Midwest in a Travel Air biplane. Shimoda's secret is a
small book, bound in what appears to be suede, called the Messiah's
Handbook. This slim volume, which the hero frequently quotes, is said
to contain "whatever you need to know." All Shimoda has to do is hold
a question in his mind, close his eyes, open the book at random, open
his eyes-- and the answer is there. Here, at last, is the "lost book"
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from Illusions--the Messiah's Handbook. Within these pages, you will
find the answers to all your most important questions as well as
answers to questions that you may have never thought to ask--until
now.

Mary Modern
When she was about to turn five, a little girl named Rae Hansen
invited Richard Bach to her birthday party. Though deserts, storms,
mountains, and a thousand miles separated them, Rae was confident that
her friend would appear. "There's No Such Place As Far Away"
chronicles the exhilarating spiritual journey that delivered Rae's
anxiously awaited guest to her side on that special day--and tells of
the powerful and enduring gift that would keep him forever close to
her heart. Written with the same elegant simplicity that made
"Jonathan Livingston Seagull" a bestselling phenomenon, "There's No
Such Place As Far Away" has touched the hearts of thousands of readers
since its first publication in 1979. Richard Bach's inspiring, nowclassic tale is a profound reminder that miles cannot truly separate
us from friendsthat those we love are always with us--every moment of
the infinite celebration we call life.
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הירמ תא טנפהל
An American writer shares his relationship with the Hindu spiritual
leader Krishnamurti, a friendship that began in Hollywood when they
were both teens and continued throughout their lives

The Helper
One
Beloved, profoundly moving account of the author's marriage, the
couple's search for faith and friendship with C. S. Lewis, and a
spiritual strength that sustained Vanauken after his wife's untimely
death.

Kevin Keegan
What are the origins of charisma? Are these the same in the various
forms of public life, in politics and the media as well as in
religion? In this new and radical interpretation of charisma, David
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Aberbach argues that the basis of charisma in all its forms must be
found in the often-obscure symbolic intersection between the inner
world of the charismatic and external social and political reality. As
illustrations of various facets of this argument, he provides general
analyses of charisma in politics, religion and the media as well as
individual studies of Churchill, Hitler, Krishnamurti, Bialik and
Chaplin.

Biplane
After an intense study of the Holy Spirit, Catherine Marshall wrote
The Helper, detailing lessons she learned by living them out. She
offers forty inspirational "helps," or readings, that contain
Scripture, a prayer, and insight into the provocative third person of
the Godhead. Also included are the answers Marshall discovered to
questions like: Ž Who is the Helper? Ž How do I experience the
Helper's presence? Ž How does the Helper meet everyday needs? Ž What
is the Helper's role and function in the Church? The forty "helps" are
ideal as a devotional guide for the forty days of Lent and for group
or individual study. Just as the power of the Holy Spirit is needed
every day to help us cope with the problems and complexities of life,
so The Helper is a book for all seasons, with total sales of more than
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1.2 million.

Curious Lives
'What if we could talk face-to-face with the people we were in the
past, with the people we are in parallel lifetimes, in alternate
worlds? What would we tell them, and what would we ask? How would we
change if we new what waits beyond space and time?' In a journey with
his wife, Leslie, Richard Bach travels to a realm where survival
depends on discovering what the other aspects of themselves have
learned on roads they never took; where imagination and fear are tools
for saving worlds and destroying them; where dying is one step to
overcoming death. One is Bach's most startling story yet, opening a
mystical door on an alternative path to finding ourselves.

Memoirs of a False Messiah
Once in a generation a book, a vision, a writer, capture the
imagination and emotions of millions. Jonathan Livingston Seagull was
such a book. Richard Bach's unique vision again shines forth, touching
with magic the drama of life in all its limitless horizons. Once again
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Richard Bach has written a masterpiece to help you touch that part of
your home that is the sky.

Codependence
-a Deities Anonymous novel- The Gods sent Dana Murphy to Seattle to
save the Earth. But, no one remembered to tell her that. The problem?
In a fit of ennui, the Software that Runs the Universe launches the
Armageddon subroutine. Now, all Creation won’t last the week. Dana’s
assets: • The Best Friend – dropped out of Girl Scouts to drive race
cars • The Boy Friend – an aerodynamics major who goes with the flow •
The Nerd – wrote the hottest new on-line game • The Devil – who’s in
hiding. • A pint-size angel with a talking disorder—she never shuts
up. • A poet and a prophet with over five thousand years combined
experience at being dead. The forces of evil are amassing. Then the
gods start bickering

Illusions II
In this powerful book, Shakti brings us an exciting message for the
new millennium. Questioning the traditional transcendent spiritual
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path, and challenging many popular New Age beliefs, she describes the
journey we must all make in order to heal ourselves and our planet.
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